Route Access Condition Notice

19-0007

Distributed To: ARTC Website

Distribution Date: 21/02/19

Requested By: ARTC

Subject: Review of OGP-30-01 Section 3.2.1.2

Effective Period: Until Published

Amendment Type: Permanent (to be added to RAS)

Note: Permanent Route Access Condition Notices (RACN) are periodically updated in the ARTC Route Access Standard (RAS), at which time the relevant RACN is withdrawn.

RAS Reference:

Section: OGP-30-01  Version No.: 1.2  Page/s: N/A

ARTC Network Location:
Entire Network

Details: This RACN details changes to Procedure OGP-30-01
• effect on continuity of operations with adjoining or adjacent networks.

3.2.1.2 Infrastructure assessment (below rail)

How the deviation will impact ARTC infrastructure including:

• effect on track integrity including track speed limitations
• effect on bridges and other structures
• effect on route integrity including alternative routes
• effect on signalling integrity and any special working that may be required
• effect on the integrity of level crossings
• infrastructure maintenance cost implications.
• assess the impact on track degradation and maintenance requirements under the influence of increased axle loads.
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